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I • CONTEXT OF THE SnJDY 

1. Textile and clothing industry in North-~outh economic relations 

The textile-clothing complex has historically played a crucial role in 
the industrial development strategies of many Third World Countries. The 
clothing segment was the first manufacturing branch that achieved a rapid 
growth of exports to the industrialized countries increasing by more than 20% 
annually between 1968 and 1978. The accompanying expansion in clothir.g output 
(7 % annually during the 1970s), based initially on imported fabrics, in turn 
stimulated the development of a textile industry in a number of countries. 
Textile exports to the industrialized countries also expanded rapidly with the 
consequence that the developing countries' share of world trade in textiles 
and clothing more than doubled from 16.4% in 1965 to 42.1% in 1985. Despite 
the growth of output and exports from other industrial branches textiles and 
clothing have remained important to the Third World, accounting for 4.5% of 
total manufactured output and over 35% of manufactured exports. 

As is well known, the newly indus~rializing countries {RICs) in Asia, 
particularly Hong Kong, the Republic of Korea and Taiwan Province of China 
were by far the largest textile-clothing exporters during the 1960s and 1970s, 
on av~rage contributing more than 75% of total Third World exports over that 
period. There is little doubt that the RICs' early industrialization efforts 
benefitted substantially from the dynamic export-oriented expansion of their 
clothing industry. 

While this is significant in itself, the "demonstration" effects of the 
NIC success in exporting to the industrialized countries {and in subsequently 
diversifying into other labour-intensive manufactures) has been much more 
imprrtant. Many other developing countries were persuaded by the RIC 
experience to pursue the establishment of export-oriented textile-clothing 
production in the 1970s in the hopes that they could follow the same ~ath to 
export-led growth and industrial development. 

This pattern of rapid export growth, first by the NICs and then by a much 
larger group of smaller economies was the source of considerable problems for 
the industrialized countries who saw their combined share of world clothing 
exports drop from 65% in 1965 to 40% in 1985. By 1984, developing countries' 
clothing exports accounted for 50% ~f OECD imports of $39 million, with 65t of 
these going to the US and Canada and 29% to Europe. The US alone imported 
$17.7 billion worth of clothes from the Third World in 1987, accounting for 
23% of their domestic market. 

Rot surprisingly, the initial success of the RICs followed by a much 
larger group of countries in their footsteps has long been one of the key 
sources of tension in North-South trading relations. Developing country 
exports have been blamed by industrialists and trade unionists in the North 
for the precipitious contraction of employment in the industry over the last 
20 years during which timr total job losses have exceeded 3 million. However, 
Thirld World exports of textiles ard clothing have by no means been entirely 
responsible for the loss of employment in the industry in the North. 
Nevertheless, starting as far back as 1962, tariff and non-tariff barriers 
imposed by the industrialized countries and directed at excluding textiles and 
clothing produced in diveloping countries from the domestic market have 
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continually risen in level and scope. The distorting effects of this 
protectionist response have been vell documented - and to this day and for the 
foreseeable future, OECD trade barriers will remain the single most important 
factor determining the scale and distribution of North-South trade in textiles 
and clothing. 

2. Ihe changing importance of technology and non-technology factors as 
determinants of international competitiveness 

Trade barriers have by no means totally removed the threat of lov vage 
imports since for most countries, particularly the US, these barriers have 
been "permeable" rather than absolute, controlling the rate of growth of 
imports rather than halting them altogether. Thus since the mid-late 197Cs, a 
sentiment has been growing that the textile-clothing industry in the OECD can 
only survive and prosper by increasing its competitiveness via the development 
of new and su~stantially more efficient production techniques. Manufacturers 
and capital goods suppliers have become increasingly preoccupied with the 
search for cost reductions via technological change. 

Given this perception, it is not surprisi1:g that the emergence of 
microelectronics technology in the late 1970s attracted a great deal of 
interest and attention both within the OECD clothing iniustry and by 
observers, analysts and policy makers concerned with ir.dustrial development in 
the Third World. This concern arose because of the evidence that emerged 
early in this decade that the application of microelectronics to th~ 
automation of industrial processes could lead to significant reductions in 
labour inputs per unit of output and a corresponding reduction in labour costs 
as a share of total costs. 

Accordingly, it was feared that the productive gains arising from the 
rapid diffusion of microelectronics-based innovations in the North could 
undermine the lov wage-based comparative advantage of developing countries 
across a broad range of product categories, particularly in low-technology 
sectors such as textiles and clothing. There was widespread concern that 
there would be a rapid and major degree of trade reversal or relocation 
involving substitution of domestically produced products in the North for 
those previously imported from developing countries. Given the importance of 
this sector, the application and diffutiion of microelectronics to 
textile-clothing tecb,ology was consequently viewed as a major threat to 
trade, employment and indeed the prospects for industrial development in a 
large number of developing countries. 

Some ten years have passed since these concerns were first raised about 
automation and trade reversal in the textile-clothing industry. The reality 
of what has actually happened over this period both on the technological front 
and in relation to trading patterns both confirms and contradicts these 
initial concerns. Technological change has affected North-South trading 
patterns in the sector - but primarily in textiles and in clothing, where the 
most important innovations have only recently begun to feature the extensive 
use of microelectronics and computing technology. The full automation of 
clothing production in the North and the threat this would imply to developing 
country exports could still become a reality in the near future. However, it 
is unclear when this future will arrive - the fears of ten years ago that this 
would happen virtually overnight have proved unfounded. 

However, much mor~ importantly from the point of view of industrial 
policy, other factors and trends have emerged which are now of equal if not 
more importance than technical !actors in determining international 
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competitiveness in the textile-clothing sector and the pattern of North-South 
trade. There have been fundamental changes in the structure and nature of the 
market for both intermediate product~ (yarn and textiles) and final products 
(garments). 

This alteration in the character of demand has sparked off a dramatic 
shift in the marketing and product strategies of retailers and manufacturers, 
and in t~rn stimulated a wave a major innovations in the way production is 
organized within the firms and in the relationships between buyers and 
sellers. These non-technology induced changes have already had a significant 
impact on the relative eompetititiveness of different firms and countries in 
the OECD and are just now starting to affect developing country trading 
patterns. However, unlike the genuine although still distant threat posed by 
automation, the impact of these new factors on developing c~untry export 
prospects now and in the future need not be negative by any means. 

Both the technology 81'd non-technology determinants of trade and 
competitiveness in textiles and clothing are closely interrelated. Industrial 
policy for the development of the textile-clothing sector must take into 
account all of these elements in a comprehensive mailller and cannot focus en 
technology alone. This is the main area of concern of this pa?er. 

Its principle focus is on understanding and =esponding to the technology 
and non-technology determinants of international trade and competitiveness in 
the clothing sector. However, developme~ts in the textile sector are of 
interest because it is here where we see the clearest examples of the impact 
of technological change on North-South trade. This is discussed in Chapter 
II. The third chapt~r discusses current and future developments in clothing 
technology and makes the case for a careful monitoring of future trends. 
Chapter IV sets out to demonstrate the new and growing importance of firm 
strategies towards greater diversity, flexibili~y and responsiveness and the 
impact of tt.ese on inter and intra-firm production organization. The final 
chapter explores their wider implications for industrial develop~ent in the 
Third World. 

II. TECHNICAL CHANGE AND INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIVENESS IN THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY 

During the 1960s and 1970s, the euccessful diversification of a select 
group of Asian economies and some large Latin American countries from clothing 
production into textile production and the rapid expansion of textile exports 
fr~m these countries to the industrialized countries indicated yet another 
opportunity for other developing countries to inoustrialize by exploiting 
their low wage competitive advantage at the expense of domestic textile 
producers in the Horth. Yet, in direct response to this threat, the textile 
industry in the industrialized countries, beginning in the late 1960s, 
embarked on a massive wave of investment in new technology coupled with 
structural change and a marked-driven ind:1strial strategy. These developments 
have significantly altered their future prospects in a positive direction -
while at the same time raising considerable obstacles to the continued success 
of developing countries as textile ex~orters. 

The progressive automation of virtually the entire textile production 
process has been underway for some time, and in some segments is quite far 
advanced c~mpared to other sectors. This wave of innovation has had 
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multi-dimensional effects across three inter-linked areas of performance: the 
reduction of labour content in the production process; increased prGduct 
quality; and much greater flexibility in production. Dramatic improvement in 
all these areas has taken place in all the main phases of textile 
manufacturing - with all of these developments having direct implications for 
developing countries. 

1. Technological innovation in the textiles industry 

The sources of productivity growth and other performance improvements 
have been many and varied, covering a wide range of new technologies both 
specific to textiles and dependent on innovations from outside the sector, 
particularly microelectronics and information technology in more recent 
years. These advances have occurred in both synthetic and natural fibre-based 
textiles with equally dramatic results. However, in order to simplify the 
presentation, the following discussion of technological changes will 
concentrate on the manufacture of natural fibre textiles. 

In the opening rooms, automatic equipment for opening, cleaning, picking 
and mixing bales of fibre is now being rapidly substituted for manual systems 
eliminating much of the onerous labour input previously required at this 
stage. In turn, older, slower carding systems are being replaced by 
high-speed chute feed systems which eliminate whole segments of 
labour-intensive activity including doffing, racking, manual transport to the 
card room and hanging the lap. Overall efficiency ~mprovements of at least 
200% have been recorded at this stage. 

Improvements in opening room technology have had a profound impact on 
quality as well through allowing a better and more consistent ~ix of cottons 
leading to more uniform and stronger yarn. Likewise, technological change in 
carding has also had quality effects via the ability to make tighter, closer 
settings thus achieving a better i~tegration of fibres and reduced weight 
variation. Yarn quality is also improved due to the presence of few broken 
threads and from the elimination of thick lap joints. 

Spinning has traditionally been the labour-intensive heart of textile 
production, accounting for 50-70 per cent of all yarn manufacturing costs. 
Open-ended spir.ning which first emerged in the mid-1960s eliminates a large 
number of steps in the spinning production process su~h as drawing and roving 
thereby greatly increasing labour productivity, while making change-overs 
easier as well. This equipment along with spinning attachments such as 
automatic loaders and yarn-splicers, developed and used extensively in Europe 
in particular, is now four or five times as fast as conventional ring 
spinning, as well as allowing ~he processing of a far lower grade of cotton. 
Quality gains arise here also ~ecause of self-cleaning m~chanisms which keep 
rollers from getting dirty, computerized fault monitoring systems, less manual 
(more robotic) handling of materials and other improvements which produce 
higher yields of first quality cloth. Moreover, jet spinning, a relatively 
recent Japanese innovation, spins yarn even faster than open-ended spinning 
and does it fine enough for high quality shirting and blouse fabrics. 

In weaving, conventional shuttle looms are being :eplaced by high-speed 
shuttleless looms (using missiles, rapier, water-jet and air-jets). These 
looms are now three to tens times more productive than conventional equipment 
via their much greater speed and an ability to produce broader widths. 
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Better quality is visible via dramatic increases in first quality woven 
cut lengths, twice as long as with conventional technology. Defects are 
eliminated through the automated removal of bad picks in the cloth, the repair 
of broken threads without leaving starting marks, and through perfectly woven, 
closed selvedges. The high pace of change in weaving technology continues - a 
British firm has developed a high-speed multiple rapier machine that weaves 
from both ends, while a Czech firm has a machine that weaves two fabrics at 
once. 

There have been less gair-s from computer technology so far in tErms of 
flexibility in weaving but there are examples where it has been applied with 
great success - in one US plant, computer control and automated materials 
handling devices allow production of 1.2 million yards of fabric per week in 
300 different styles, compared to 300 1 000 yards a veek and 100 different 
styles without the computer. 

Radical teclutological change is v!sible elsewt.ere throughout the textile 
sector including, of c~urse, the extensive use of computers in all phases of 
production management, financial matters, marketing, communication, etc. In 
some segments of the knitting sector, for example, automated knitting 
equipment capable of producing finished garments is increasingly co1111on, as is 
the use of programmable knitting machines which allow changeovers to new 
styles to be accomplished in a matter of minutes. 

Some of the most advanced applications of computer technology in the 
industry are to be found in the dyeing and finishing stages where firms are 
exploiting the flexibility of the technology to respond to growing demands for 
short re-orders and variation. One European firm has jet dyeing equipment 
that can handle lots under 500 yards whereas the standard technolology of only 
a few years ago could handle only a minimum of 10,000 yards. 
Computer-controlled dyeing has also greatly improved quality as well as 
allowing precise colour matching when moving from batch to batch or producing 
to reorder. 

Other examples of current computer applications range from the 
increasingly extensive use of CAD in the design sta~e feeding through into 
direct instructions for weaving machines; to computer-controlled, automated 
carpet-tufting machines; and finally to fully automated inventory systems 
where computer-directed sensors and robots operate fabric warehouses by 
keeping track of thousands of items and automatically filling orders for 
despatch as they are received. 

2. Rationalization and new product strategies 

Pervaaive technological change has been accompanied by equally extensive 
rationalization measures on the part of the industry that were in many cases 
facilitated by major progranunes of government support for this adjustment 
process (and which also included substantial subsidies/incentives for 
investment in the new equipment that was being developed). The deep 
involvement of the public sector in the reztructuring efforts of their textile 
industries is a point to remember now that many OECD governments are so 
vigorously preaching the benefits of non-intervention to developing countries. 
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Apart from major investment programmes in new technology, the 
rationalization moves pursued by Northern textiles produce~s, inter alia, 
involved: better integration of the design, spinning, weaving and finishing 
stages; the closure of old plants and dismissal of workers when productive 
capacity outran demand; and finally a large number of bankruptcies. 

Perhaps most importantly, OECD textile manufac~urers also vigorously 
pursued a variety of new marke~ing and production strdLegies explicitly 
designed to improve their international competitiveness in the face of low 
wage competition from developing countries. These strategies all differ in 
specifics but mostly represent a shift away from mass pruduction of 
standardized products towards the production of smaller runs of more highly 
styled products. 

Italy, the Federal Republic of Germany and Japan all have textile 
industries that evolved from a mass production strategy to one base~ on 
shorter runs of more sophisticated products to serve highly defined niche 
markets. All are now highly successful exporters - with Italy and the Federal 
Republic of Germany now standing at first and second place in the value of 
textile-apparel export~ in the world. The US textile industry has been slower 
to pursue a niche production strategy but has gone further than the others in 
exploiting computer technology to reduce unit costs in high-volume production. 

The net impact of this wave of technical change and rationalization in 
the textile sector in industrialized countries has been impressive. Over the 
last two decades, textile employment in the Borth has been reduced from 8.9 
million to 6.8 million. In turn, because of the higher capital costs of the 
new equipment - a shuttleless loom in 1982 cost 3.5 times a flyshuttle loom in 
1950, a ring spinning mill is 5 times more capital int~nsive per worker - the 
textile industry in the developed countries is now a capital-intensive 
industry. 

Underlying these changes have been signficant improvements in 
productivity. A modern spinning room is almost completely empty of people. 
Already by 1983, 7 out of 8 new looms installed in developed countries were 
shuttleless. As a result, in the US, during the fifteen-year period between 
1972 and 1987, labour productivity in textiles has risen by about 90 per cent 
- roughly double the rate at which productivity grew in manufacturing as a 
whole. Consequently, and helped recently by the fall of the dollar, US unit 
labour costs now compare favourably with those of its European competitors and 
of Japan (which have themselves been declining due to labour-saving 
innovation), and in a number of cases US producers have begun to reach price 
levels approaching those in much lover cost Asian and Mediterannean economies. 

3. Impact on the competitive position of developing countr~ 

In assessing the implications of these developments for developing 
countries, a number of points need to be noted. Firstly, while there has not 
been a massive rollback of the trading gains made by deve~~ping countries in 
the textile sector in the 1960s and early 1970s, neither has there been the 
expected expansion and subsequent destruction of textiles procedures in the 
North by exports from the South. On the contrary, having survived the initial 
onslaught largely by hiding behind protectionist barriers, Northern producers 
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are now beginning to reap the ben~fits of their investment in new technology -
gains that in future could be extracted at the expense of the developing 
countries. 

Moreover, recent changes in the pattern of market demand have played 
right into the han~s of the Northern producers and their new technological 
base. The textile technology now in place is well suited to allow producers 
to respond to pervasive changes in demand which are now driving th~ market -
more frequent sty~e changes, greater emphasis on design and styling, shorter 
runs, and the use of finer yarns and ~ore lightweight fabrics. ln short, the 
greatly increased strength of the automating textile industry in the OECD 
countries has already introduced a permanent constraint on the textile er.port 
aspirations of the large majority of developing countries. 

Recent work by UNIDO has shown concl1•sively that with the exception of 
relatively few countries, the success of -he Borth in modernizing its industry 
and regaining comparative advantage (coupled with widespread and severe 
protectionist measures) has prevented most of the poorer countries from making 
the heretofore expected shift to textile exporters based on an integrated 
textile-clothing complex and mass produ~tion for undifferentiated markets.II 

Instead, because of the growing competitiveness of the North, many have 
remained "stuck" ~s clothing exporters and the rroce:: of tr~~~ition to 
textile exporting on which so many hopes were based has run out of steam since 
the mid-1970s. This process of backward integration via export expansion into 
western markets is unlikely for most of these countries to restart in the near 
future if at all. 

This is particularly the case in those segments where new product lines 
have been developed and where international comp~titiveness is now based on 
high technology and the ability to produce in small lots. In the whole of the 
European textile market, there now appears to be little if any competition 
from developing country exports in these market segments. Indeed, some 
countries sur.h as the Philippines, Sri Lanka and Thailand have in recent years 
movr.d from being net exporters of textiles to net importers of OECD textile~ 
in these categories. 

In sum, because of technological change, government support, a new 
product mix and the niche marketing strategies pursued by Northern producers, 
a major :omponent in the textile-clothing-export equation that historically 
had been expected to be the first step in industrialization f~r many countries 
has now been effectively eliminated. 

Nevertheless the wage gap between the OECD countries, NICs and other 
developing countries remains substantial in the textile sector. As a result 
of this traditional competitive advantage and because of the growing capital 
costs of the new equipment, most developing countries still rely on the 
labour-intensive spinning and weaving technologies of the 1960s. This might 
make sense ~n narrow economic terms by allowing them to retain existing 
markets for "undifferentiated" conunodity-type fabrics and yarns that are low 
cost and also low value-added products. However, it does mean that these 
countries are inevitably falling even faster and even further behind the world 
technological frontier both in this product segment, and more importantly in 
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the fast growing segment of "differentiated", specialty-type fabrics and yarns 
where the North has gained the technological and marketing edie. 

In addilion, it needs to be borne in mind that while microelectronics has 
played a role in the textile innovation process over the last twenty years, 
this role has been comparatively limited compared to ~he impact it has had in 
some other sectors. Moreover, where the technology has been introduced, it 
has been used to assist the automation of specific stages of the production 
process via the design of custom-engineered machinery built to do a specific 
task - i.e. hard automation. The vast potential of the technology to 
facilitate systemic integration of the production process, couplee with much 
greater flexibility than is already possible, has not yet been fully exploited. 

Accordingly, most observers expect that the innovation process has by ~o 
means slowed down but will in fact continue apace with one important 
differ~nce to that which has occurred so far. In future, technological change 
in te.~tiles is much more likely to be driven by the pervasive search for 
flexible, systemic, integrative applications of infor~ation technology than by 
the search for hard automation tied to the mass production of standardized 
products. 

Three areas where this sort oi change is expected are materials transfer, 
inspection, process and management control. Spinning frames will be much more 
flexible in terms of changeover; they will be served by high mobility transfer 
devices carrying output to differ~fit locations. Inspection will take place 
throughout the process using rapid response, vision and/or tactile systems as 
wel: as transducers to measure physical properties. 

Product, precess and output specifications will be able to be altered 
almost instantaneously in response to changing plant configuration and 
customer preferences. This will be manifest for instance in complete ~ye 
house automation al~owing for rapid change and computerized integration 
between dyeing and finishing. CAD technology used in design and scheduling 
will generate the manufhcturing and marketing data-base needed to drivP the 
system and allow much greater and closer integration with apparel producers. 

Such deve~opments are expected in spinning, weaving and knitting. Their 
likely impacts on productivity, quality and hence on international 
competitiveness and the current pattern of North-South trade in textiles can 
only be guessed at but are likely to be signficant - perhaps as significant as 
those that have already occurred. 

These short- and l~~g-term factors taken together basically mean that the 
poorer countries, though retaining some competitive advantage in certain 
segments such as lower cost commodity fabrics, including unfinished fabrics, 
will be less and less able to expand their export production at the e%pense of 
producers in the developed countries - though tariff-induced distortions in 
international trading patterns mean that their textile exports should continue 
t~ grow slowly at the expense of the NICs. Any real growth will only come 
from expansion of their domestic and regional markets - where they will 
inevitably come under further Western pressure in the future to open up these 
marke~s. 

The Asian NICs and large country exporters, on the other hand, while 
enjoying continued strength as textile exporters face other problems. They 
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have begun to invest in modern technology but are still some wa~s behind the 
installed capacity of the Northern competitors. This investment, coupled with 
relatively low wages, has largely preserved their market share {won in the 
halycon days of the 1~60s and 70s) so far. But the rapid and continuing pace 
of technological chang~ in the North, the constraining effect of protection 
and the ever-present threat from lower wage countries, means they must pursue 
technological upgrading aggressively or risk falling behind and losing ground 
rapidly to their competitors in North and South. As the systems become more 
progressively integrated, this will become a more and mo~r difficult task. 

China, of course, poses problems to all other players - the developed 
countries, the NICs and the poorer countries. In textiles, as well as 
clothing, China's competiti?e position in the international arena is greatly 
bolstered by the combination of extreruely low wages, a massive modernization 
programme, a large market and considerable political clout with the North in 
the quota struggles. However, there are no guarantees that China will fulfill 
all of its potential. Competition is fierce and it will be by no means an 
easy, quick or costless task for the Chinese textile industry to ~aster 
modern, computer-based, integrated textile technology. 

4. Some broad policy implications 

Three points summarize what has been said so far. 

First, technological change has clearly already had a major impact on 
international ~ompetitiveness in the textile sec.or. 

- Second, there is no ..,;,.y of knowing how quickly the systemic innovations 
that are beginning t. emerge in the North will actually diffu"'e, nor 
how quickly these will further enhance developed countries' ability to 
compete internationally. This may occur more rapidly than in the past 
- or conceivably more slowly; good arguments can be mounted for both 
viewpoints. 

- Third, there is no doubt, that further, technology-driven changes in 
the determinants of international competitiveness will come to the 
textile sector. 

Faced with a slowly growing export market, defended by Northern producers 
now able to generate continual and substantial improvements in productivity, 
q'1ality and responsiveness to market demands, all developin: country producers 
will find that they cannot afford to stand still in technological terms but in 
fact will have to inv~st and modernize as quickly as possible simply in order 
to stay in the SaJLe place. 

The policy imp~ications derived from this assessment cannot be deduced in 
isolation. They must emerge out of a well-planned restructuring and 
modernization strategy that sets out its objectives in terms of scale, 
products, marketing strategies and arrangements, efficiency levels, technology 
base and industry structure. Such 4 strategy can only be developed on the 
basis of a thorough examination of the current status and future possibilities 
of the domestic textile industry. Among the factors to be taken account of in 
such an assessment would be product prices, product mix, quality, volume and 
output levels, relative factor costs and production cost structures compared 
against international standards and emerging trends. 
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The industry structure would also need to be assessed, again against 
international standards, in order to categorize firms according to their 
volume, product mix, technology base, productivity, quality, delivery and 
response capabilities, financial profitability, investment performa~ce, 
rehabilitation and modernization needs and potential, and perhaps most 
importantlJ the innovativeness and competence of firm management in arPas such 
as marketing, design, technology and producti~n management. 

A modernization strategy of necessity would incorporate a wide range of 
policies and programmes that go well beyo~d technological issues - fiscal 
policies, trade policies, support for restructuring and diversification, 
export promoti~n policies, input subsidies, forward and backward linkages to 
the raw materials and clothing industries, institutional and conceivably 
sector-wide initiatives for training, marketing information, design, etc. 

Focussing solely on the technological components of the modernization 
strategy, it would need to incorporate three elements. First and foremost, 
the ~roblems of "x-inefficiency" have to be addressed. There is widespread 
evidence that textile firms in many countries are managed poorly and have 
apalling productivity records.it Both of the~e failings represent major 
coust£aints on competitiveness. 

Consequently, firm technological and managerial capacities to organize 
and run production efficiently and to generate a continual stream of 
productivity improvements from existing equipment will have to be strengthened 
through in-house training programmes and some form of externally ~rge~i?Prl 
training for managers and engineers. Many of the points raised later in 
chapters IV and V about the need to introduce new methods of pr~duction 
organization and management will be relevant here. 

Second, a programme of sector-wide fiscal and other incentives designed 
to stimulate investment in efficiency improvements and i&i. the purchase of new 
equipment w1:>uld have to be designed. This could be accompanied by a 
sector-supported information unit to provide up-to-date information on 
available technology choices and their appropriateness for local conditions 
and the objectives of the sector modernization strategy. Beyond that 
demonstration projects/centres/firms might also be supported to increase firm 
awarenE:ss of the technology choices available and their impacts on performance 
and competitiveness. 

The technology choices available on the international market are still 
quite wide even though there has been relatively little specific R&D aimed at 
developing state-of-the-art equipment specificially suited for developing 
countries. One possi~le technological factor working in favour of developing 
countries over the longer term is the trend towards computer-based equipment 
that is both more flexible and cost-effective at lower volumes of output. 
This possibility needs to be exBmined closely however for its relevance in the 
specific circumstances of individual countries. 

Finally, because ~f limited resources, selectivity may have to be 
exercised in the provision of firm-specific financial and technical support in 
the area of new technology choice, purchase, installation, operation and 
maintenance. This strategy is not without its risks however and needs to be 
~arefully considered in light of the structure of the industry, how well local 
markett: operate and the economic strength and technological and managerial 
capacities of the firm. 
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Inherent in the logic of any textile restrccturing programme pursued by 
developing countries in the current industrial climate will be the necessity 
to make difficult choices that when implemented are likely to have painful, 
and potentially politically costly implications for the economy, individual 
firms an' vorkers. 

Facing up to these choices and taking the actions called for cannot be 
avoided - eve~ though it may mean in the end that previously ambitious 
assumptions about growth rates, foreign exchange earnings and employment have 
to be abandoned along with a sizeable segment of industry capacity and 
workforce. To do nothing or assume that conditions will stay as they •re is 
tantamcwit to permanently relegating a cowitry to the lowest rwig of the 
international textile ladder with no guarantee that it will be able to 
maintain its hold as a viable exporter over the longer term. 

III. THE UNFULFILLED PROMISE ARD LONG-TERM POTENTIAL OF RADICAL TECHNICAL 
CHANGE IN THE CLOTHING INDUSTRY 

1. The basic structure of the clothing industry 

In the clothing industry there is a wiique but straightforward 
relationship between the product, the production process, industry structure 
and competitiven~ss. This relationship not only explains the international 
division of labour and the pattern of North-South trade in the sector; it is 
also the key determinant of the short- and long-term impact of 
microelectronics technology on the role of developing countries as major 
exporters of clothes. 

The clothing production precess involves distinct activities that can be 
grouped under three headings - pre-assembly when the garments are designed, 
patterns are made and individual components (sleeves, pockets, front and back 
panels) are cct from cloth; assembly when the components are sewr1 together 
into the f!nished garment; and finishing when the garment is pressed, packaged 
and despatched. 

Of these, the assembly stage is by far the most important since it 
accounts for 80% of velue added in clothing manufacture and involves 80% of 
the workforce. The interaction between operator, machine and material is the 
critical feature. Sewing machine operators are highly dextrous and once 
trained can handle a wide variety of sewing tasks. The basic piece of 
equipment used in assembly is a standard industrial sewing machine that is low 
cost ($200 - $1,500), robust, simple to operate and easy to maintain and adapt 
to specific operations. 

Through many minor innovations and small improvements, the sewing machine 
can now stitch two to three times faster than it did 50 years ago - just about 
to the limit of a human operator's abilityy to guide material under the sewing 
head. The combination of a flexible operator and a low cost flexible machine 
remains the dominant production unit in the assembly stage in clothing 
factories all over the world. 
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Clothes are made from "limp" fabrics that have unstable and highly 
variable handling characteristics that necessitate extensive manual 
positioning by the sewing machine operator. Because of this, it has 
historically proved extremely difficult to mechanize materials handling. The 
garment assumes a three dimensional character early in the assembly st&ge -
skilled human ~peratives can cope with all the variations involved quite 
easily; machines could not. 

Consequently, materials handling by the operator accounts for 80% of the 
production cycle, with actua! sewing time (i.e. when needle £id thread passes 
up and down through the material) accounting for only 20% of the cycle. As a 
result the rate of output in clothing production is essentially lab~ur-paced. 
This caracteristic, along with the many styles of clothes produced by the same 
factory, means production is done in batches, making it difficult to achieve 
scale economies. 

Thus in the clothing industry, where process know-how and production 
skills are easily mastered and equipment is cheap and widely available, 
neither technology nor scale economies have ever acted as a barrier to entry 
as they have in other sectors. Low barriers to entry have, in turn, affected 
directly the structure of the industry both domestically and internationally. 
At th~ national level, ease of entry means that the domestic industry is 
typically compo~ed of many small firms (unJer 100 employees) and relatively 
few large firms. Under these conditions, retailers are able to foster fierce 
price-based competi~ion, forr.ing producers to constantly seek to reduce unit 
costs without imparting flexibility or incurring large expenditure. 

At the international level, a similar prlcess underlies the international 
division of labour in the industry. Firms from both developed and developing 
countries enjoy equal access to the same range of techni1ues while also facing 
rouihly similar materials costs. In this situation, unit labour costs become 
the key to co•petitive advantage. And because their wages are so much love~ 
than in the Horth, developing country firms enjoy a substantial degree of cost 
advantage in many product categories despite higher productivity and other 
advantages enjoyed by developed countries. 

These structural features (determined by the economics and technology of 
assembly) are characteristic of many segments of the clothing industry. They 
essentially explain the past and current highly successful export performance 
of developing countries. They also indicate that if an across-the-board, 
technology-induced, trade reversal is going to occur, then this will only 
happen if the assembly stage, with its complex materials handling aspects, can 
be automated. 

So far, even with the computer and robotics technology available today, 
this has 1121 yet happened - at least not on a sufficiently pervasive scale to 
affect broad trading patterns. Concerns expressed in the early 1980s about 
the i11111inent loss of the Third World's low-w•ce based competitive advantage 
have not been fulfilled. This is not to suggest conditions will not change. 
Indeed, as will be sho\o'll below, there are clea· igns that the extensive 
automation of the assembly stage wUl almost c_ :.ainly emerge at aome time in 
the future. 

However, the pace of automation in the assembly phase - and the threat 
this poses to developing countries - has br.en superceded by other developments 
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on the technological front and by changes in the organization of production 
and the structure of the market. These developments have more immediate 
implications every bit ~s significant from the Third World policy perspective 
as those ~rising from the future threat of assembly automation. 

In the remainder of this chapter the nature and impact of 
microelectronics-based technological change in the clothing production process 
vill be discussed. Chapter :v vill explore the non-technological factors of 
changing market demand and organizational innovation that have, somewhat 
surprisingly emerged as critical determinants of i~cernational 
coapetititveness in the clothing industry vith vide implications for the Third 
World. 

2. Radicai advance and incremental change in clothing technolo&)· 

It would be a mistake to assune on the basis of the above disc~ssion that 
microelectronics technology has so far had no impact on the economics of 
production and international location in the clothing industry. This is not 
the case as the technology has fo1Dld application in all stages of ~he 
producticn process - and in some cases these represent state-of-the-art 
achievements not fo1Dld in other sectors. The discussion below will 
conc~ntrate on technological developments in pre-assembly and assembly as 
these are the stages where the technology has had its greatest effect and 
where it will have an even greater impact ir. the future. 

a. Systemic automation in pre-assembly 

By far the most dramatic changes have occurred in the pre-assembly phase 
where nev, electronics-based capital goods firms have introduced 
computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-numerical control (CBC) technology. 
lbe CAD systems are used for grading patterns (making pattern parts for 
various sizes) an1 for marking (laying out the pattern parts as a guide for 
cutting). By digitizing information regarding the shape and size range of the 
clothes to be produced, the CAD system uses stor~d "rules" to quickly and 
efficiently perform grading and marking tasks previously carried out manu~lly 
by highly-skilled, well-paid operc.tors. 

The other major microelectronics-based innovation in the pre-assembly 
stage involves the use of CNC guided, fully automated cutting systems that 
replace manual cutting techniques used previously. In the computer-controlled 
cutter, digitized information (produced by the CAD system) is used to guide a 
self-sharpening, reciprocating blade across a cutting table at very high 
speeds (20 metres/minute) on which many plys (layers) of fabric (up to 300) 
are compressed and held in place by a vacuum mechanism. 

The CAD grading and marking systems and the CBC cutter offer a wide range 
of benefits. In the case of the CAD systems, while skilled labour input is 
reduced, by far the most important gains are faster turnaround time in grading 
and marking (improved by & favor of 4-6 times) and improvements in fabric 
utilization (up to 15%) due to ma~ing "tighter" lays of the patterns on the 
cloth for cutting - very significant since fabric costs are 40-60% of total 
costs. 
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More recently, users have also beg\Dl to take more advantage of the 
grester flexibility offered by CAD systems via their abality to make rapid 
alteration3 to styles. Alterations and changes that used to take hours, even 
d.tys done manually can nov be carried out in a matter of mi&utes. This 
flexibility offers enormous advantages in a market that, as will be shown, is 
beginning to demand a rapid response capability from producers far beyond 
anyth!ng required before. 

In the case of aut011ated cutters, reductions in skilled labour usage 
(fra.. ~5-60%) are a 1111ch aore significant benefit, along with better quality 
(aore •~curate cutting) and aaterials saving via closer cutting of aore 
ttghtl7 fitting patterns. The biggest gains, however, are froa greater output 
(200-300% improvement) due to higher cutting speeds aud the ability to cut 
aore layers of cloth at one tiae than was possible with aanual method~. 

Unlike aany other industries where the integration of CAD with CMC 
technology (CAD/CAM) is still proceeding very slowly, clothing manufacturers 
have had this option open to them since the late 1970s. The CAD/CBC cutter 
integration in clothing technology thus represents one of the most advanced 
CAD/CAM applications anywhere in the manufacturing sector. And while savings 
arising fr0111 use of these systems on a stand-alone basis are significant, the 
systemic gai~s that arise from their integration are of a much higher order. 
Most importantly perhaps in t~e longer term, by est~blishing a digital data 
base defining the product, the use of CAD in particular is a critical first 
step in the automated integration of all phases of the clothing production 
process.JI 

These systems are expensive, with prices :a11ging upwards from $100,000 
for a single system to as much as $10 mi~lion for a multi-CAD/cutter 
installation. Bevertheless, diffusion has been relatively rapid, and now over 
~0% of all clothes produced in the US come from firms using CAD systems and 
coaputer-controlled cutters, while more than 65% of all UK firms surveyed in a 
recent comprehensive diffusion study already have CAD systems and/or cutters 
installed or on order.!/ This degree of diffusion represents a fundamental 
transformation of the pre-assembl~ stage that is all the more remarkable since 
the clothing industry bas traditionally been very loathe to invest heavily in 
nev technology of any kind - let alone buying systems costing an average of 
$250,000 to replace equipment costin~ a few thousand dollars at most. 

The process of change continues in pre-assembly technology. Most 
import~ctly, the unit cost of these sytems is coming dovn and will continue to 
do so as patents expire, new surpliers enter the market and manufacturers 
target smaller eomp~nies. Moreover. both cutters and CAD systems &re being 
improved in a variety of ways while automation is being extended to other 
parts of pre-assembly - CAD systems capable of true design work depicting 
garments in 3-dimensional space are being developed; computer-based fabric 
evaluation and inspection •ystems are now available; automated sprcsding 
technologies are mor~ common; and laser cutters able to continuously cut 
single lays of f&bric look set to make a major impact. 

Because of the advantages derived from the use of already existing 
pre-assembly automation, these systems are rapidly becoming an essential 
technology for firms in many segments of the clothing industry in developed 
countries if they wish to remain competitive in domestic markets. One measure 
of this ls a US government estimate that more than half of the annual 3% 
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productivity improvement registered by the country's clothing industry during 
the 1980s has been due to the use of automation technology in the pre-assembly 
stage. 

b. Trade relocation rather than trade reversal 

Even though they have had only limited effects on unit assembly costs. 
the increasingly widespread use of these techniques is beginning to have an 
iapact on Borth-South trading patterns. This is occurring not via trade 
reversal but due to trade "relocation• from one region of the Third World to 
another. Growing market prtssures on retailers to provide greater product 
variety are playing into the nev competitive strengths of Northern users of 
pre-assembly aut011ation. 

As shall be discussed further in the next section, re~ai!ers are pushing 
suppliers to offer a rapid turnaround on reorders. The use of CAD systems and 
CllC cutters gives this responsiveness at the pre-assembly stage - reo=ders can 
be graded. marked and cut in a matter of hours. However. long assembly times 
and even longer transit times still pose a problem. In order to reduce 
turnaround times in the assembly stages. domestic producers who previously 
aight have sent pre-cut pieces for assembly to Asia are nov turning for 
Gffsbore assembly to the Caribbean and Mexico in the case of the US and the 
low-wage countries of southern Europe, the Rediterar.nean and Borth Africa in 
the case of Europe. 

Wages in some of these countries may be higher than in Asian locations -
but the economic advantages derived from the use of pre-assembly automation 
are proving sufficient to tip the balance in their favour. Figures are 
difficult to come by but some analysts estimate that pre-assembly automation 
has already •=counted for a 5-10% sh~ft in the US offshore assembly trade from 
Asia to the Caribbean countries. Ro comparable esti&ates exist for the scale 
of European trade relocation but it may even be higher. At any event, this 
technology-induced sourcing shift denotes the groving importance of 
geographical proximity as a new competitive advantage for some countries. 

c. Incremental progress towards assembly automation 

Unlike the pre-assembly phase, the application of microelectronics 
technology to sewing has proceeded at a much slower, more incremental pace. 
the basi.~ changes introduced have been microelectronic-lased control units 
added onto the sewing machine - but without any major redesign of the nachlne 
or of the principle of sewing two pieces cf fabric together using a needle and 
thread. 

Two sorts of applications have been developed. The first ls the use of 
microprocessors and CRC units on expensive ($20-40,000) high volume, special 
purpose ma,hlnes used for such tasks as belt-loop attachment and collar 
stitching. The second type of application has been the development of less 
costly ($2,500 - 7,500) more flexible operator-programmable machines used for 
a variety of tasks. This application allows the op~rator to "teach" the 
machine a sequence of operations that it then repeats automatically and at 
high speed. 

In both cases, there are significant gains in machine productivity over 
conventional equipment via greater speeds (up to 60% faster) and more 
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accuracy. Bovever, vith conventional machines costinr anywhere fro~ $500 -
$1,500 these applications are still only cost-effe~tive in a limited range oi 
tasks. Diffusion has been limited - at best in the US only the largest firms 
have as auch as 20 per cent of their sewing aachines equipped vith 
aicroelectronics-based controls. The picture is a little different in Europe 
where generally higher vages and aore progressive manag.ement has meant a 
greater degree of penetration in specific segments - particularly among the 
larger firas.i/ 

However, it is still the case that even with these innovations, the 
critical one aachine/one oprrator link has not been broken. Nor has the 
1Dliversal automation of materials handling both between vork stations and 
aro1Dld the aachine head yet been achieved. Therefore with a few important 
exceptions as discussed belov, the central determinant of international 
competitive advantage in the clothing industry remains largely michanged. 

This shovs up in the results of the few available studies that have 
sought to establish the de&ree of trade reversal and plant relocation from 
developing to developed countries that has occurred up to now. In relation to 
the US, some of this has already occurred in segments such as hosiery, jeans, 
sho~s, men's shirts and chil~~en's clothes as documented in Hoffman and Rush 
(1988). Mody and Wheeler (1988) likewise point out that assembly 
automation-induced trade reversal bas occurred to a somewhat greater extent in 
Europe because the higher wages there (20-30% above the US) have prompted 
greater investaent in assembly automation thus making domestic firms more 
competitive with low cost imports. 

However, these scattered examples of trade reversal are vastly 
overvhelaed by the clot~!n& exports from the developing comitries that have 
now reached approximately $20 billion annually. This finding has important 
implications for developing comitries. Rather than facing the rapid ~rosion 
of competitive advantage in one of their most important export sectors, 
asseably automation at the moment is in fact a barely visible phenomenon. At 
least in terms of •hifting trading patterns, assembly automation is unlikely 
to cause developing comitries any signficiant vorry in the short term. 

There are however some important indicatGrs of ongoing developments that 
suggest Third World clothing exporters cannot afford to be complacent or 
ass1Dlle that the situation will never change with regard to automation in the 
s~ving room. These indicators of potential change are briefly discussed below. 

3. Ibe growing possibility of radical tecbnical change in the future 

There are three factors at work which sugges that the scope and pace of 
assembly automation may increase substantially in the future. 

a. Growing concentration 

The first of these factors is a tendency towards greater concentration 
.aong clothing manufacturers, in the US as veil as Europe. Though still low, 
concentration levels are beginning to move upward - a trend that has led to 
one estimate that by the end of the century, between 75 to 100 US 
manufacturers could account for 75% of total output.61 
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n1is trend is significc..1t. One ~f th~ major factors ~onst?a1nint the 
diffusion of assembly automation have been the very large nULbe~s of small 
fi1ms that dominate the industry in the OECD countries. These firms are risk 
averse, suffer serious capit3l constraints and operate at lov levels of output 
- all factors that make them unwilling to make high investnents in equipment 
that is still very expensive and inflexible relative to their requirements. 
However, as concentration increases, and large finns account for a growing 
share of total production in the sector, they should he more willing to invest 
the sizeable S\lllS in l&D and equipment purch~se that will be necessary to 
automate the sewing roOll. 

b. More innovative ~apital goods suppliers 

Suppliers of production equipment to the clothing industry have 
traditionally been basically mechanical engineering firms. Faced with 
industry demand for low cost, relatively unchanged technology, there has been 
little incentive for these finns to embark on major R&D prograanes designed to 
make a breakthrough in automation technology. 

However, the structure of capital goods supply is beginning to change 
character. Bev, electronics-based equipment suppliers have entered the 
sector. This is most notable in relation to pre-assembly where all the major 
suppliers of CAD and CNC technology are essentially electronics firms. The 
sane sort of firm is beginning to take an active interest in assembly 
automation. At the sane time, both the traditional equipment suppliers and 
large clothing producers have beg\Dl to target their R&D efforts on developing 
radical innovations in assembly technology. Together with the developments 
reviewed below, these forces represent an industry focus on assembly 
automation that has never existed before. 

c. pyblic-sector supported initiatives in R&D 

This resurgence in R&D aimed at assembly automation on the part of 
equipment suppliers and clothing producers is also linked to a major set of 
government financed R&D initiatives vith the same target. These projects, 
taking place in the US, Japan, Sweden and the EEC are the most significant nev 
element to be injected into the innovation process in the clothing sector for 
the last 50 years. All are focussing on cracking the assembly automation 
problem through the investment of substtntial resources in R&D carried out on 
a collaborative basis vith clothing manufacturers, equipment producers, 
automation specialists, etc. Below only the US and Japanese projects are 
reviewed in detail. 

The US project is a joint initiative between the textile-clothing 
industry and the government known as the Textile & Clothing Technology 
Corporation (T~2). The objective of TC2 is to produce a system using 
computers and robots that could automatically load, fold and sev limp fabric 
into a finished garment. From 1981 to 1988 the government provided $3.5 
aillion per year with industry and organized labour contributing another $5 
aillion plus per year to the project currently being carried out at the 
Charles Stark ~raper Laboratories of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

So far it is still far too early to judge the technical and conunercial 
success of this initiative. On the technology aide, a variety of prototype 
machines involving automated assembly of sleeves, coat backs and trousers and 
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the aut01Datic pick-up and po~itioning of a single fabric ~ly have been 
developed and subcontracted to equipaent aanufacturers for further c~ercial 
development. At the saa~ tiae, the deadl!~es for achieving SOile of the aore 
aabitious technical goals have heen postponed. Revertheless the cOllBlercial 
results cc TC2s vork are eagerly avaited by the in~ustry. 

Beyond the R&D efforts, there have been other iaportant spinoffs from 
TC2. In April 1988, a .. ~lti-aillion dollar demonstration project, vas openEd 
in Raleirh, Rorth Carolina. Called the Rational Apparel Technology Cent~e, it 
is intended to be operated as a clothing factory producing products for sale 
but using all available conventional and leading edge systems. The aim is to 
stiaulate the industry to invest in nev tecbn~logy and have the Centre serve 
as a training centre and as a focus for industry seminars and the forging of 
nev co-operative alli:nces. The Centre's set of activities could veil be TC2s 
aost important contribution to bringing the clothing industry into the 
aainstreaa of the inforaation technology revolution. 

The Japanese project, sponsored by MITI, vas planned vith a longer-term 
perspective, greater fundilll and more industry co-operation than the US 
initiative. Established in 1983 vith a 7-10 year timetable and $100 millior. 
of government and industry support, the Japanese Automated S~ving System 
project (involving 3 research institutes and 2a companies) covers the whole 
assembly process from design through cutting to sewing, pressing and finishing 
and retail. 

Its objective is to cut manufacturing time by at least 50% by d~~eloping 
elements of a flexible manufactur:ng system (FMS) for pre-assembly, assembly 
and finishing. At the core of the assembly autom6tion projects is the plan to 
carry out sewing in three dimensions, using a movable sewing head that works 
on garments draped over a dwnmy. The ultimate vision driving the Japanese 
approach is even more revolutionary - LO develop a system in which a salesman 
in a clothing store would tak~ a hologram of a customer's body, and digitally 
controlled machines would then tailor-make an article of clothing! 

The c0111Dercial aim of the project is not solely or primarily to 
revitalize the Japanese apparel industry - but to develop collilercially viable 
systems that can be sold worldwide. Prototypes are expected early in 1990 
vith full-scale com&ercial production of the equipment expected to start some 
time in the early 1990s. 

Given their past record at targeting market niches and then developing 
and producing products to fill those niches, it seems clear that the Japanese 
are striving to be the first to produce a flexible manufacturing system for 
use in the clothing industry. On the basis of past performance in other 
sectors, one has to rate their chances of success as excellent - with dramatic 
consQquences for the clothing industry as a whole. 

At the same time, however, there a1·e still major technical, structrual 
and attitudinal obstacles to be overcome by all of the private and public 
sector automation initiatives currently underway in the lndu.,trlalized 
countries. These should not be underestimated for they have so far stymied 
assembly automation efforts. Thus there la a great deal of uncertainty still 
surrounding the question of when and with what effect the automation of the 
aaaembly room will arrive and what will be its lm~ll~3tions in developing 
countries. 
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Bevertheless, a recent effort co ~onstruct an econometric model to shov 
the likely effects on Borth-South cor:ap~titive advantage of the widespread 
diffusion of fully automated assemoly t~chnology generated results that are 
worth mentioning briefly.II The model calculated full ccsts of production 
and shipping for a range of garments to the US (vith and without tariffs) for 
one lov-vage Asian country (China), one high-~age Asian country (R~p. of 
~orea}, the US and one lov-vage ~egional exporter (Jamaica) as well as for 
difFerent production partnerships (cutting in a high wage country ~.nd assembly 
in the low wage partner) involving these countries. Different levels of 
technology were assumed ranging from fully automated assembly (fnture 
best-practice), semi-automation (current best practice) and manual. 

For standard ga:.ents in all c•~es, China or joint US-Chinese production 
is least cost. When full automatica is introduced, US production is at near 
parity with Chinese costs in mQst cases, with US-Jamaica producting coming a 
close second in costs but uncC111petitive in terms of time with US full 
automation. RIC production is not competitive in most of the cases - losing 
out to either low wage competition from China, low wage/quick response 
competition from US/Jamaica or automated production from the US. 

These results are provocative suggesting declining RIC competitiveness, 
the growing strength of China at the expense of other low-wage countries and 
renewed competitiveness for the US. Whether they will be borne out or not 
depends on many factors. Careful observation of the trends in technological 
change that might 1Dlderpin these developments in the longer term is clearly 
called for. However, there are other forces at work in the indusry which 
deserve much more iamediate attention and which have major implications for 
policy in the short run. They are dealt with in the next chapter. 

IV. MARKET-DRIVER RESTRUCTIJRIRG ARD FLEXIBLE RESPOBSE: THE BEW COMPETITIVE 
CONTf'"T IN THE CLOTHING INDUSTRY 

Thoug; .lly automated clothing production still lies some time in the 
future, the structure of the clothiPg industry in the OECD countries and its 
sourcing, manufacturing and retail strategies are moving in a direction that 
is fundamentally different from before. The essence of these changes is a 
shift from the mass production of standardized products, using narrowly 
skilled workers and dedicated, high volume technology, towards a mode of 
production that involves the manufacture of specialized products using a 
broadly skilled workforce and universal, multi-purpose machines. 

Infon:iation technology ls playing a part in this transformation but so 
are other factors. The most important of these ls that shifts in the patter.a 
of consumer demand are driving fundamental changes in the philosophy of 
manufacturing and supplier relations embraced by clothing retailers, clothing 
producers and extending through to textile firms. 

Any strategy for clothing production in develop~ing countries must take 
these closely interconnected changes in markets, technology, structure and 
strategy as the starting point for policy formulation. More generally, 
valuable lessons can be drawn from the changes now underway tn the OECD 
clothing industry that are of i11111ediate relevance for the whole of 
manufacturing industry in developing countries. To grasp the essential 
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character of these developments, it is best to start with a brief review of 
changes in the aarket place and in the pattern of demand that gave initial 
iapetus to the ongoing transformation of the clothing industry. 

1. Changing market conditions 

As consuaer aar~ets developed and expanded in the industrialized 
colDltries in the post var period, clothing manufacturers seeking to capitalize 
on the rapid growth in demand, gradually adopted the methods of mass 
production. A nuaber of factors hindered these efforts such as the technical 
characteristics and economics of assembly (discussed above) and the natural 
segmentation that occurred in the market as a result of the varying clothing 
requirements of groups of final consumers separated by differences in age, 
sex, occupation and !nc~e level. 

Although these constraints meant the clothing industry was not able to 
achieve scale economies co111tensurate with other assembly-intensive industries, 
a nUllber of s~gments - e.g. menswear and vorkwear, hosiery and household linen 
- did lend themselves naturally to long runs of standardized products. And 
even in those seglllents where fashion played a bigger role and required shorter 
runs, there were nevertheless substantial pressures placed by retailers on 
manufacturers to strive for the longest runs possible of relatively 
standardized products in order to provide the lowest unit prices. 

These large aulti-store retailers - Marks and Spencer in the UK, C&A in 
Europe, Sears and K-Mart in the US - were able to do this because they 
dominated the distribution networks and retail outlets and were thus able, to 
an extent, to divide the market into stable segments for which they could set 
the pace and direction of fashion change and in turn dictate ~heir 
requirements to suppliers. 

This "aa:ket-induced" concentration on price competition based on 
high-volume production of slowly changing products left domestic clothing 
producers in OECD countries vulnerable on two fronts. First, they became 
highly dependent on the sourcing decisions of the large retailers. 
Unfortun~tcly for the clothing manufacturer, these volume retailers were 
primarily interested in securing supvlie~ at lowest cost and they were quite 
vil1ing to q~ickly go elsewhere if domestic firms could not mee: their price. 

Second, the competitiveness of the domestic manufacturers was wide open 
to attack from lov-vage suppliers in developing countries, who during the 
1970s were able to master the skills and technology associated with producing 
long runs of standard products. It was therefore almost inevitable that the 
ceaseless search by retailers for lowest cost sources would create 
opportunities whereby developing country exporters were able to make the sort 
of massive inroads into mJrket share of OECD procedures that was documented in 
chapter I. 

In the early 1980s, a new set of market conditions have decisively 
changed the determinants of r.ompetition in the OECD clothing industry. It has 
now emerged that there has been a basic transition in the demographic 
structure of the population of the advanced countries towards one that 
encompasses a larger proportion of higher income, and therefore more 
discerning consumers. This change has been accompanied by a major and rapid 
shift in consumer taste towards a preferenc~ for individual choice, constant 
variation and higher style content in clothing purchases. 
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Collectively these changes have fragmented the mass market, forcing 
retailers to target precisely specified segments of the market by offering a 
wider variety of more highly styled and more rapidly changing products. Firms 
operating in the upper-middle segments of ladies clothing such as NEXT in the 
UK, Benneton from Italy (but now all over the OECD) and the Gap in the US have 
been in the forefront of a new breed of retailers vho have perfected this nev 
marketing strategy. And because of their enormous success, the large, 
aultiplr retailers are being forced to move avay from their previous 
co .. itment to the mass supply of slowly changing product lines towards 
marketing strategies that incorporate tactics similar to those of the smaller 
retailers. 

2. Changing buyer-supplier relations 

These market-driven changes in retailer marketing strategies are having 
profound implications fol buyer-seller xelationships throughout the whole of 
the textile-garment chain. Industry leaders are beginning to realize that the 
responsiveness and competitiveness of the textile-clothing complex can be 
strengthened significantly by closer links within the industry between the 
major actors. The implications of this realization are becoming apparent in 
the actions of the industry in a variety of ways - almost all of vhich have 
relevance for developing countries. Firstly, the design relationship has 
altered substantially. Whereas before, individual items of clothing were 
designed either by the retailer or the manufacturer in isolation from each 
other, there is now a growing trend for a much greater degree of consultation 
between these groups during the design phase. First, design teams from the 
retailers and from the suppliers will work together on fabric, colour and 
~att~rn selection and on the progressive development of the range of clothes 
to be offered. Thus in an increasing number of market/product segments, a new 
co-operative relationship in the design phase is emerging between retailers, 
clothing manufacturers and textile firms in the OECD countries that never 
before existed. 

Second, a new element of stability and trust is being introduced into the 
contractual relationships between buyers and sellers. Previously, when price 
was the main determinant of sourcing, an antagonistic arms-length relat~onship 
existed at all levels - retailer~ forced prices down by playing off one 
manufacturer against another and by offering only short-term contracts; 
clothing firms in turn adopted the same strategy towards textile firms; with 
textile firms doing the same thing to fibre suppliers. Little trust and great 
uncertainty characterized these relationships. 

Now the different tyres of firms involved are beginning to search for 
ways to remove the sources of this instability and mistrust. This is 
translating into a situation where buyers are willing to deal with fewer 
suppliers over a longer term; they are willing to exch~nge technical advice 
and assistance; financial commitments are being informally and sometimes 
formally extended to cover cloth purchases and clothing orders; contracts are 
beginning to be awarded based on quality, ability to change at short notice 
and reliability of delivery rather than on price grounds alone. Pric~ is 
still important but there is now an assumption that by creating a degree of 
contractual stability between producers and users, producers will be able to 
better improve efficien~y and thereby reduce costs that can in turn be passed 
on to the retailer.I/ 
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A third, and perhaps the most important feature of the new relationships 
is that in return for contractual stability and co-operation, the buyers -
particularly the retailers - expect their suppliers to be willing to offer a 
greater variety of product lines, and most significantly, they must be able to 
switch production between styles rapidly in response to short-term trends. As 
a result, lead times for the supply of products right across the board in 
clothing industry have become much shorter than was ever thought possible 
before - from an average of 15 to 22 weeks in the US and Europe to between 2 
and 8 weeks respectively. 

Retailers will now only finaJ!ze a portion of their order (30-70% on 
average now) at the beginning of the season and place additional orders as 
sales data indicate which lines are selling the best;increasingly, retailers 
will "book" production time with manufacturers a~d allocate it among styles as 
the season progresses. Within this there is an additional trend towards more 
and shorter fashion seasons increasing in number from two or three to 6 to 10 
per year. 

Finally, the increase in product variety and in the number of seasons and 
the reduction in lead times have inevitably meant that production runs have 
become much shorter. Whereas before orders would only need to be produced in 
the thousands of dozens, now the order can be for as few as 50 to 100 dozen, 
with specialist retailers averaging only between 1,000 to 3,000 units per 
style. 

While it is difficult to judge juct how far those new relationships 
between buyers and suppliers have spread in the OECD clothing industry, there 
is no doubt that industry leaders are aggressively pursuing these strategies. 
In the UK for example, NEXr, Marks and Spencer, Woolworths, C&A and Richard 
Shops have, to various degrees, introduced t~e3e changes into all of their 
supplier relationships. In the US, hig retailers such as Wal-Marts and 
K-Mart, manufacturers such as Levi Strauss, Kellwood and Lee and textile firms 
such as Greenwood and Milliken have adopted a similar tactic. Given the 
leadership being shown by these large and very visible firms, experience 
suggests that in time, these new buyer-supplier rel&tionships will be a 
general feature of industry structure in OECD countries. 

3. Changes in production organization and in the technology of organization 

From the produ~ers' perspective, these changes in market demand and in 
buyer-supplier relations, have begun to erode substantially the economic 
advantages of long-r~n garment (and textile) manufacture by shifting the focus 
of competition from price as the prime determinant of competitiveness to 
variety, style, flexibility and rapid response. Rot surprisingly, the new 
conditions therefore have had major implications for the way manufacturers 
organize their production and for the technology they use to control and 
monitor the production process. 

Since the option of full assembly automation is not available, clothing 
manufacturers in particular have begun to discover that a critical source of 
enhanced flexibility of production could lie in the redeployment and 
retraining of the:; assembly workforce, and in a basic reorganization of their 
production line. Previous approaches to work ~rganization in clothing (as in 
all assembly-based indust1ies) emphasized task subdivision and worker 
specialization to produce large lots at lowest cost. However, as runs have 
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~ecome shorter and style changes m~re frequent, clothing manufactures have 
begun to adopt a completely different philosophy. 

Machinists are being initially trained (and then continuously upgraded) 
to be proficient in a wide variety of tasks incl~ding not only different types 
of sewing activity but also maintenance and repair, workplace "housekeeping" 
and quality control. In addition, lot sizes are being progressively reduced 
via elimination of the "bundle" system (which required an operator to perform 
the same task on a large number of workpieces contained in the bundle). The 
aim here is to ~trive for reduced in-plant inventories and allowing work to be 
produced and delivered on a "just-in-time" basis. 

Machinery location, the pattern of workflow and the organization of 
workers is being recast according to 1.Dlit flow, "group .. technology and 
"quality circle" principles. This means small lots of garments are assembled 
from start to finish by small groups of workers who also have responsibility 
for quality control, for makill! suggestions to improve efficiency and for 
planning their work schedule. 

PaYJl'ent and incentive structures are being altered as well. Whereas 
before uniform piece rates were the norm, now the pay scales for individual 
workers go up as they acquire additional skills through in-house training. At 
the same time, the basis for calculating payment is shifting from the 
piece-work performance of the individual to the completed product performance 
of the group. 

Finally, some companies have sought to completely overhaul their 
management-workforce relations on the assumption that many problems arise 
because of management mistakes rather than because the labour force is not 
working hard enough.2/ This is the most difficult of all problems to tackle 
because it requires a degree of openness and honesty and willingness to admit 
mistakes on the part of people that is not normally found in the workplace. 
Yet in one US firm where this approach was adopted, quality improved by an 
order of magnitude, savings related to efficiency improvements were between 
five and ten per cent of sales, and absenteeism and employee turnover 
virtually disappeared as a problem.12/ Admittedly, the large majority of 
OECD clothing firms have not yet begun to alter their approach to production 
organization nearly as far as the above suggests. There is little doubt, 
however, that these changes in work practices and production orgar.'zation in 
OECD clothing firms are occurring and that the rate and scope of c~Mnge will 
increase and expand in the future. And as will be discussed belo#, and in 
the next section, the implications for developing countries of the 
organizational transformation of the OECD clothing industry could be much more 
important than any technological developments that have occurred so far or are 
likely to happen in the near future. 

4. Tecbnological change in su?port of organizational ~~ 

Organizational change is not the only way that manufacturers are 
enhancing flexibility. Inf<'rmation technology is playing a major role as well 
at three levels within clothing manufacturing. The first has already been 
mentioned - the use of CAD and CNC systems in the pre-assembly stage increases 
flexibility signficantly because of the ability of these systems to very 
quickly acconunodate changes in design parameters. 
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Second, within the assembly stage, a reorganization of the production 
line from batch to flow principles is eJ11erging. Linked computer-based 
materials transport systems known generically as unit production systems (UPS) 
have begun to attract a great deal ~·~ attEntion. Work flow and component 
movement between work stations can be optimized and directed centrally while 
garments are moved automatically from station to station by means of a 
computer-directed overhead delivery system linked to workstations linked to 
terminals that can also monitor operator performance. 

The advantages offered by such a system are much greater flexibility, 
reduced inventor!es, less handling time and greater control. There are 
regular reports in the industry press that the in$titution of UPS has among 
other benefits allowed firms to cut production times for individual garments 
from weeks to days and slashed 40-70 % off work-in-progress inventory figures. 

UPS systems do have problems, however, in terms of having enough 
flexibility to meet the needs of the, particularly small, manufacturer while 
they are still quite expensive on a workstation basis ($3,900 - $4,500). 
This will restrict ~heir use to large firms - but they could nevertheless 
spxead rapidly among these in the future as the technical problems are 
overcome and as unit costs come down.11/ 

Finally, electronic conununication within the firm, particularly in the 
assembly stage, and between firms is rapidly emerging as the technological 
heart of the clothing manufacturer's new rapid response capacity. 
Increasingly sophisticated, yet lower cost computer-based management 
information systems are beginning to diffuse rapidly through the clothing 
industry in developed countries. 

For larger firms either using CAD systems in pre-assembly or already 
having central computer facilities, these can now be used to estimate costing 
as well as do cut-order planning and production scheduling. At the smaller 
scale end and where most firms operate, cheap micro-computers are being 
equipped with software and peripherals that carry out many tasks previously 
done manually such as the preparation of work dockets, stock control and 
fabric sourcing sheets. 

Perhaps the most far reaching innovations are occurring in the area of 
computer-based production control systems fsuch as MRP II or its variants) 
that allow "real-time" monitoring of work-in-progress on a continuous basis 
and assist in production planning, line balancing and work measurement. One 
of the largest UK producers, Courtaulds, have introduced these techniques into 
24 out of 40 companies and in one division producing nightware, sales have 
risen by 50%, "seconds" have been cut to 1% s.nd raw materials stocks have been 
reduced by 30%. 

These systems have begun to come down in price substantially and along 
the way have started to acct'JDulate a positive "track record" in terms of 
cost-effective results. This trend is bringing these systems more within the 
reach of small firms. Provided their initial reluctance can be overcome, 
small firms, constrained by limited managerial resources, should find that 
these sytems will prove a great help in reducing unit costs, improving 
flexibility and shortenins lead time. 

The same technology a!so allows electronic communication between firms 
thereby facilitating much greater buyer-supplier responsiveness. The American 
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textile firm, Greenwood is hooked up by computer to its fibre suppliers, so 
that it knows when the truck leaves the plant, what it contains and where it 
is headed. As a result, its fibre inventories have been cut from three weeks 
to 2 days; the firm has done the same with its customers for denim fabric 
thereby cutting their inventories from 4 weeks to 3 days in one case and in 
the case of another large customer allowing warehouses to be done away with 
entirely. 

When linked up to electronic point of sale systems (EPOS) at the retail 
end, in-house computer links with manufacturers allow instant coamunication of 
production, product and delivery requirements. The now classic and oft-cited 
example of this is the way the Italian clothing firm, Benneton operates. Each 
of its 3,200 shops worldwide is linked wit.'. EPOS terminals into a central 
computer which transmits detailed sales information to headquarters allowing 
rapid analysis of sales trends. Production scheduling from its own factories 
and 200 subcontractors is therefore tied directly to actual orders from the 
shops with deliveries facilitated in Italy and the US by a fully automated 
warehousing system. The success of this approach has virtually compelled 
other firms to pursue the same strategy. 

The end results of these moves by the OECD industry to link new forms of 
inter-firm technological and contractural relations with intra-firm 
organizational and technological change are impressive, especially when 
considered from the perspective of the textile-garment-retail complex as a 
whole. Numerous documented examples can now be cited that show substantial 
increases in sales, greatly improved reliability of supply and significant 
cost savings from inventory reductions and efficiency gains right down the 
whole chain of sale and production.12/ 

Where these gains are coming from is just as important as the size of the 
benefits being derived. Up to 83% of a garment's life cycle, from raw 
material order to final sale, is spent in inventory rather than in 
production. Thus, a large share of the final price is accounted for by 
inventory "carrying" costs. It is precisely in this area, where these changes 
are having an impact. Industry estimates are that anywhere between 15-40% of 
the retail price for domestically produced garments could be eliminated by the 
widespread adoption of these new organizational and technological innovations. 

Price reductions of this !•ind could bring OECD producers into a much 
stronger competitive position vi~-a-vis developing country exports in a wide 
range of products where they simply are not competitive now. Of course, there 
are many structural, economic and psychological obstacles to change in this 
industry - witness the slow diffusion of even low cost, incremental sewing 
machine innovations through the industry. 

But at the same time it needs to be remembered that the technique~ being 
discussed above - apart from the s~~histicated computer-based materials 
handling and communication system - are much less costly and risky to 
introduce than say a CAD system or a CNC cutter. Yet the potential gains to 
the successful adopter are potentially as great if not greater than those 
arising from the use of pre-assembly automation and existing assembly 
automation technology. 
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5. Industry level gains f~~· organizational and technological innovation 

The preceeding discussion suggests that these organizational and 
c01munications technology innovations may well diffuse very rapidly once a 
"threshold of awareness" about the net gains froa their adoption is reached 
within the industry. There are soae observers vho claim that this is already 
beginning to happen in the UIC clothing industry which next to the US had the 
highest overall rate of iaport penetration froa developing country products of 
SOile 35% by 1981. 

Individual examples abound - for exaaple, Claremont, a large supplier to 
Marks and Spencers, has seen a regeneration in its fortunes and profitability 
due to a combination of the introduction of the new production methods and 
pre-assembly autoaation. It is now able to finish a garment in eight hours 
coapared to four weeks, it has the highest margins of all Marks and Spencers 
suppliers, and it has boosted its return on capital employed to over 50 per 
cent. 

This sort cf improvement at the level of individual firms has translated 
into a much imp&oved trade performance. Import penetration has been reduced 
slightly and stabilized at 31.2% overall; while there has been a pronounced 
shift in the composition of imports away from developing countries towards 
Western Europe - the share of developing countries in UIC imports fell from 
45.7% in 1980 to 38.9% in 1985 while that of the EEC and Western Europe rose 
from 26.6% to 36.2%, with the imports concentrating at the upper end of the 
market where quality and design count for more than price alone. 

These changes have not been confined to the UIC. Countries such as 
Switzerland and Austria have also registered similar shifts in the composition 
of imports away from low-cost garments towards higher priced, higher 8tyie 
products. Italy, as is well known, has been at the forefront of OECD 
countries who have benefitted from these changes in market preference. 

The Italian clothing industry is characterized by products with a high 
design content, extreme flexibility (Italian firms can deliver garments in 
under two weeks even at the busiest time of a season) and a unique industry 
structure that features both close links between retailers and small producers 
and an extensive degree of regional co-operation between small producers in 
areas such as f.·shion forecasting, market researL~ and technological 
information. 

The advantages offered by these structural features have catapulted Italy 
in the space of 10 years into the positicn of the world leader in textile and 
clothing exports. In 1987, the Italian ~ndustry registered a trade surplus of 
$10.2 billion, a remarkable feat consid~~ing that wage costs per direct 
employee (including social costs) are nearly twice those in the UK, four times 
those in Hong Kong and twenty times those in countries such as Sri Lanka. 

6. Tbe potential significance for developing countries of organizational 
innovation in the clothing indust['{ 

It would be tempting at this point to draw the conclusion that the 
diffusion of these new inter and intra-firm organizational practices will have 
a major, and possibly negative, impact on North-South trade in clothing. 
These changes undoubtedly represent a fundamental shift in the market 
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conditions confronting developing countries. The move away frOll long runs of 
standardized products to saall runs of a wide variety of frequently changing 
products would appear to work against the traditional competitive advantage of 
aost developing country exporters.13./ The same is true of the trend towards 
greater design intensity and the retailers' growing demands for more rapid 
turnaround times and a high degree of flexibility in ordering. 

Such an assumption would. however. be static in character and potentially 
aisleading since it does not allow for the possibility of a competitive 
response by developing country exp~rters. Indeed. from our perspective. the 
true significance of these developments derives not from the potentially 
negative trade implications (of their adoption by OECD firms) but rather from 
th£ real possibility that developing country firms may be equally if not more 
able to benefit froa the introduction of the new organizational practices than 
their competitors in the Korth - particularly the US. 

To understand this perhaps surprisingly optimistic argument. a little 
background information is necessary. The clothing industry is by no means 
unique in terms of experiencing fundamental change in the way production is 
organized. The same inter- and intra-firwa organizational innovations now 
being slr.wly introduced in the clothing industry in the Borth are. in fact. 
spreading rapidly throughout many other sectors in the OECD countries, having 
first been developed and cultivated in Japan during the 1960s and 1970s.14/ 
Indeed it is now widely accepted that much of Japan's early international 
C"ltpetitive success in sectors such as automobiles, motorcycle!, consumer 
electronics, etc •• can be attributed to the gains in quality, p~oductivity and 
responsiveness that Japanese firms derived from the assiduous application of 
these new approaches to production, organization and management.Iii 

After an initial period of reluctance in the early 1980s {similar to the 
present situation in clothing), many firms in the US and Europe have no 
embarked on a "frenzy of adaptation" in order to introduce these 
organizational innovations. A recent review of what is now a large and 
rapidly expanding literature has identified examples of their introduction in 
well over 40 sectors in the US and Europe, ranging from automobiles and 
engineering products, through to consumer electroncis and other light assembly 
proaucts to continuous process industries such •s steel and petrochemicals. 
One respect~d industry analyst has recently claimed that as many as 75% of the 
Fortune 500 firms are currently introducing major programmes of organizational 
change both within their ovn plants and in relation to their supplier 
networks.~/ 

The reason for this rapid uptake of the nev approaches is simply that the 
gains from their adoption considerably exceed the costs incurred. Indeed so 
significant are the advantages deriving from the successful introduction of 
the nev practices that many OECD firms have begun to feel that their 
competitive success in the future vill depend just as much on their ability to 
introduce organizational change as on their ability t~ apply automation 
technologies.11 

These n~v developments raise a very important issue for developing 
countries. If, as appears to b~ the case, the new modes of production, 
organization and inter-firm relations are videly applicable across sectors and 
countries in the North, might they not also be applicable in developing 
countries as veil, not only in clothing industries but across the 
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aanufacturing sector? If so, the positive advantages accruing to successful 
adoption in the South would be considerable. This is the question addressed 
in the final section, along with a consideration of the policy implications of 
the current and future patterns of technological and market change in the 
clothing industry. 

V. CORCLUSIORS .ARD POLICY IMPLICATIORS 

The changes in technology, .. rkets and industry organization that are 
taking place in the OECD countries indicate that developing countries are now 
confronted by a profoundly different CC'llpetitive context in the 
textile-clothing aarket from what existed in earlier periods. In the 1960s 
and 1970s, these countries sought to establish and nurture export-oriented 
fabric and clothing production so that they could take advantage of their 
inherent low-wage competitive advantages in ar. industry where entry into 
production was low cost and markets were relatively open. 

In the 1970s, because of rapid Third World export growth, the developed 
coutries were forced first into a defensive, protectionist position and 
subsequently had to resort to draconian restructuring measures to survive. 
Since then they have been striving to re-establish their competitiveness 
through technological innovation and demand-driven marketing and sourcing 
strategies. 

In textiles this competitive response has been very successful - in many 
industrialized comitries, highly efficient, versatile and very 
capital-intensive producers are now in a position to resist any further major 
inroads on their market share from low-wage suppliers. As a result, 
developing country producers - both estbalished and new entrants - have no 
~hoice but to undertake major modernization and technological upgrading 
efforts in the textile sector simply to retain their current position in the 
world market and prevent loss of market share. 

In the clothing industry, the competitive response of the Rorth to 
low-wage competition from developing countries is just now beginning to 
reshape the determinants of international success in their favour. This 
somewhat delayed recasting of the OECD clothing industry and market provides 
developing countries with an opportunity to mount a competitive response of 
their ovn - something they were largely unable to do in the case of textiles. 
However, the rate at which restructuring is taking place internationally does 
not penoit any complacency on the part of developing countries. Rather it 
makes it imperative that they, in turn, develop strategies to counter the new 
forms of high-wage competition that are now emanating from the clothing 
industry in the Rorth. 

Clearly, in this altered international context, conventional strategies 
for developing and expanding an export-oriented clothing industry will grow 
less relevant over time. Production of clothing is no longer the logical 
first step in export-oriented industrialization. The simple fact is that 
throughout the global clothing sector, demand has contracted, market access ls 
much more difficult and the rates of return are now much lover for 
inexpensive, simply styled garments prnd~ced in long runs by unskilled workers 
- precisely the type of clothing products where most of new entrant Third 
World clothing manufacturers have been successful in the past. 
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What is required nov are governaent policies and fina strategies that 
take full account of the new context and the emerging detenainants of 
competitiveness so that their existing positions can be strengthened and lost 
advantages can b~ reclaiaed. These strategies vill undoubtedly differ 
according to the current status and capabilities of the clothing export sector 
in different countries, particularly vith regard to the growing iaportance ~f 
geographical proxiaity as a determinant of advantage in the .. rketplace. 

Moreover, the nev conditions are being shaped not just by the technology 
element but by a range of non-technology factors aost of which vere not even 
considered important coaponents of the international cOllpetetive equation in 
clothing 5 years ago. Any strategies and responses therefore have to take as 
auch if not aore account of these other factors in the short run as they do of 
the potential problems posed by autoaation technology - even though, as argued 
in Chapter III, the technology factor could becoae a auch aore iaportant 
variable in the trade equation towards the end of the next decade. 

Because the priaary focus of this paper is on technology issues, this 
conclucing section first discusses the policy implications of the 
technological developments reviewed earlier. It then goes on to discuss the 
vider range of policy issues arising from the discussion in Chapter IV. 

1. Monitoring and managing the technological vindov of opportunity 

By far the most important policy implication of the trends reported in 
this paper is that there does not appear to be any iaainent danger of a 
technology-induced shift in competitive advantage and Borth-South trade 
reversal in the clothing industry. This means that the industry and policy 
makers in developing countries can largely concentrate their efforts on 
responding to the many other changes in the competitive context that are in 
fact taking place in the international clothing industry. 

Gl~arly, however, developments relating to the ~ace and scope of 
technological change llUSt be monitorPd closely. In the area of assembly 
technology, the various assembly automation R&D projects nov underway in 
Japan, the US, the EEC and elsewhere aust be kept under closer observation. 
The economic and technical characteristics and eventual pattern of diffusion 
of any system coaaercialized as a result of these projects must be studied and 
documented. It is simply too early to speculate on the competitive efforts 
and policy implications of these developments - the best strategy at this 
point is to remain veil-informed and in touch with what ls going on. 

In relation to the diffusion and impacts of currently available 
stand-alone applications of CAD and CBC technology in the pre-assembly stage 
and the use of dedicated and progr&1D&ble automated sewing machines, 
monitoring must also be a central element of any strategy. It has been shown 
above that there is evidence of a slight technology-induced patte~ ~t ~~ther 
trade reversal or trade relocation due to the diffusion of these ~echnologies. 

Product segments in which this is or might be occurring nefd to be 
identified sine~ it ls conceivable that the trends could develop into a larger 
scale phenomenon in some important segments characterized by long runs and 
standard products - e.g. men's shirts and workwe•r. Countries whose exports 
are being or could be injured by this movement need to assess what, if any, 
responses are called for in order to overcome these trends - improving 
efficiency, upgrading quality, greater incentives or perhaps switching 
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productive resources into another clothing product segment where their 
advantages remain intact. 

In the case of the RICs who appear to be losing ground to lov-vage 
countries both because of quotas and because of technology. these trade shifts 
raise the question of these countries pulling out of the sector altogether -
soaething which they have so far been reticent to do; or suuests at the very 
least the need for a v!llingness to subcontract a far greater share of their 
production (than they do nov~ to lover cost countries. thereby benefitting all 
parties involved. 

those countries who are benefitting from the shifts - (for exaaple the 
Caribbean and Korth African countries) need to take steps to consolidate their 
position and further increase their attractivenes$ as off-shore sourcing 
locations - by enhancing the incentives offered. by also ~aproving efficiency 
and quality, as vell as upgrading communicaticns and transpGrt facilities. 
ensuring rav aaterials supplies. etc. 

Bovever. in a slovly groving aarket characterized by oversupply of 
standard products. fierce competition between lov-vage producers vithin 
different regions of the ?bird World is likely to increasingly characterize 
trade in clothing. vith the main beneficiaries being the retailers in the 
developed countries. ?bis appears to be an unavoidable ~i~ension of the 
eaerging situation. 

?be question of the cse of microelectr~nics-based cl~thing innovations by 
developing countries as part of these strategies is also a relevEnt policy 
concern. Perhaps the m~st important point to be made here derives frou the 
discussion in Chapter IV. All countr\es are likely to gain far greater 
coapetitive benefits by iirst sytematic:ally exploring vays to improve 
efficiency anc quality on the basis of established prod~ctive capa:ities and 
alr~ady availa?>le conventio .. ul technologiu nther than seek!nt any solutions 
in automation. 

With some exceptions related to tbe NICs, there is~~ technoloiical 
iaperative at vork in the clothi~g indust\"y dictating developing cou~tries 
aust use computer technology to re.11ain .::011petitive. The economics of lc.v 
unit-wage costs will clearly not wo:-k 010t in fa\•our of expe1sive .tutomation in 
aost cases. More importantly, it has be::oa1e clear now that unlest'. ma.for 
changes are made in the WLY productior. is organized at the f~rm level, firms 
are unlikely to be effective users of automation technology. This is going to 
be even more true in developing countries than it is ir1 devefoped 
countries.111 

Obviously there will be cases where circumstances make tht use ,.,f :r.ore 
automation justifhble - soa1e of the larger rue producers are findin( it 
economical to use more automated sewing aachfoea for some rroduc,· s. .Equ~ 11!', 
there are grounds for arguin1 developing country producers should exp~.ore tt.e 
use of CAD systems both because of the gains in terms of fabric sAving, a:: 
veil aa the greater flexibility offered by t:hb technology. Again som~ of the 
Asian IICs do appea1 to be increasing their use of tbi~ technology - with 
government support. 

Having a CAD capability compatible with their Rorthen1 c1J1tomeu ma.v be 
one way that countries in a geogra~hit.illy favou.rahle posit.ion can fu:thu 
enhance their competitiveness. Moreover, as CAD will ~l~y such an imp?rtant 
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role in future. aore act011ated. clothing systeas. there are many "learning" 
benefits that could be derived by llallufacturers if they had regular access to 
a CAD systea but did not have to b~ar the costs and risks of purchasing an 
individual systea. This could be organized through the establishaent of a 
sectoral support institution - a policy initiative discussed in aore detail 
belov. 

Overall. the llICs are undoubtedly faced vith the hardest choices on the 
technology front since they are pressured on the one side by the OECD 
producers benefltting frna advancing automation and still able to hide behind 
protective tariffs. and on the other by least-cost producers. As a result, if 
they vish to remain strong clothing producers. the llICs. particularly those 
vith Sllall domestic aarkets. need to aove up the technology ladder in the saae 
increaental fashion that the Worth is nov doing. 

'Ihis challenge already seems to have been recognized in countries such as 
the Republic of ~orea. vhere the government ls taking a very active role in 
bringing about the aod.ernization of the clothing industry through a battery of 
fiscal aeasures encouraging investaent in new technology and through the joint 
support vith industry of sector-specific institutions that act as focal point 
for policy iapleaentation. information collection1_nev product developaent 1 

training and the provision of technical services.~/ 

For other countries. the need as well as the justification for investing 
in the latest in technology is much less. Of course, government policy aust 
ensure that domestic clothing producers are avare of and have incentives to 
invest in the level and type of technology that is "a~propriate" to prevailing 
factor costs and their own absorptive capacitities. Almost certainly, many 
producers in these countries will be using technology well below industry 
standard - this is as true in the developed countries as it is in the Third 
World. 

The low wage advantage enjoyed by developing countries still provides 
them with a position at the "starting line" in the competitive pursuit for 
export markets, particularly in the OECD countries. But under the new 
condition.~ of competition, it is clear that lo~ wages will no longer guarantee 
who is going to win the race. Winners and losers are now increasingly much 
more likely to be determined by their relative success in mastering the 
non-wage and non-technolog7 determinants of competitiveness discussed in 
Chapter IV. 

The changes in market preference in all categories of clothing t~wards 
higher style, more variety and aore seasons, combined with the restructuring 
and strategic responses of the Northern clothing producers towards greater 
flexibility, closer buyer-supplier relationships and intra-firm organizational 
innovation suggest three related areas where new policy initiatives are likely 
to be required. These are discussed in turn below. 

2. ~~proacbes to industry strategy and industry survevs 

The first set of measures - the need to carry out a comprehensive 
industry survey and to draw up an industry strategy - is perhaps a fairly 
obvious starting point about which, however, some less obvious points can be 
made. Regular industry Lurveys which collect standard economic data on firm 
size, output, employment, investment, productivity, profitability, etc., are, 
or should be, an essential precondition for effective policy making. 
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In the past, however, in many countries, such surveys were carried out 
perfl!llctorlly, on an ad-hoc basis and with only partial coverage. Governaent 
policies for the sector were often equally superficial, with the governaent's 
.. 1n policy concern usually being to secure the aaxillUIA degree of trade 
con~esslons froa the laportlng countries and then to allocate these among 
local producers. Coapetltfveness on the part of the local industry was 
automatically assuaed. 

As has been argued above, this •~sumptlon ls no longer valid and the 
change i~ perspective this iaplies needs to be refle:ted in a governaent's 
a~proach to sectoral developaent and support. This is necessary in all 
countries but is particularly critical in the aany poorer econO!llles where the 
sector is a .. jor employer and where clothing exports accoUllt for a large 
share of current and planned 1111Dufacturing sector foreign exchange earnings. 
Strategic planning in relation to the short- and long-tera developaent of this 
sector is now a necessity. OECD governaents and clothing firas are investing 
cOl!Siderable resources in lnfcraation generation activities to support their 
strategic planning efforts precisely because conditions are changing rapidly 
and new perspectives are called for. Developing countries need to do the same 
if they want to stay in the game. 

a. Instillitur. an international perspective 

The pr~cess of change in approach needs to begin vlth the content and 
objective of lndustr}' surveys. The first step ls to ensure that policy makers 
possess a clear understanding of current and future trends in all relevant 
areas. This means that a first priority must be a review of relevant 
international trendP in demand, fashion, purchasing, protection, technology, 
quality, delivery tlaes, buyer-supplier relations etc. 

This information needs to be collected at the level of specific product 
categories as conditions and determinants of competitiveness differ markedly 
between categories. Most importantly the coverage of thi£ must include 
existing OECD and pQtential regional markets. The need to focus on regional 
markets is obvious for countries with an in-built geographical advantage. 
They are now in a better position than ever before to exploit their proximity 
in time and space. 

For those countries more distant from the traditional markets of the US 
and Northern Europe, the focus of international survey efforts must 
incorporate the relevL~t rapidly growing regional developing country markets -
the high income Asian o~ Latin American countries, countries in the Middle 
East, as well as low inc~me Europe and o:her niche market countries such as 
relatively high income is1and economies such as Cyprus, Greece, the 
Seychelles, etc. Market diversification will be critical in years to come -
to assume that truditional rarkets will always be acce£sible or allow 
manufacturers to oQerate und~r that assumption is the same as condemning the 
industry to gradual disintegr•tion. 

b. Assessing the d.,mestic indt.Ull 

The knowledge generated by international surveys can then be used lO 
guide the collection of information on the national industry. An important 
component uf this n&tlonal survey will be a review of domestic market 
conditions both in terms of pattern of demand as well as the degree of 
openness and competition faced by local manufacturer~. 
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Typically domestic markets are largely closed to foreign competition in 
developing countries. Yet some movement towards greater openness will almost 
certainly benefit both the consU111er and domestic manufacturers. Attention to 
expanding local market share in the face of competition is one of the best 
ways, manufacturers can hone the skills needed for exp~rt success. Moreover, 
a local "style" may also be a source of inspirati~n for designers to develop a 
national "look" that could be successfully .. rketed internationally. 

Beyond this focus on the local market, a national survey of manufacturers 
viii, in addition to the usual economic data categories aentioned above, need 
to give particular attention to collecting data and gaining knowledge in the 
following areas so that the response capacities of firms to the new conditions 
can be judged: 

- fira product and .. rketing strategies; 
- fira sources of knowledge and inforaation; 
- distribution of firms (by size) across product categories; 
- nature of customers and their previous purchasing patterns; 
- raw material availability and fabric finishing capabilities; 
- fira perforaance in lot size, delivery and lead times; 
- factory layouts, stock levels and work-in-progress inventories; 
- 11an.ageaent structure, capabilities and perspectives; 
- nUllbers, quality and pattern of deployment of designers; 
- educational and skill level of nanagers, technicians and workers; 
- transport and COIDunication availability and requirements; 
- sector wide availability of specialist sources of know-how. 

c) Stragegy formulation and firm involvement 

Vith these two bodies of knowledge available, a sectoral strategy can be 
generated. The components and objectives of this will vary - but critically 
it needs to be formulated in light of relevant international trends and a 
comparative assessment of naticnal industry performance against international 
standards. Some general points on these issues are made below. 

First, our review suggests two elements will need to be present in most 
country strategies. The first is the upgrading of the design intensity and 
demand responsiveness of the product mix and marketing strategies of 
individual ffnns and of the sector as a whole. The second is the continual 
improvement of efficiency, reliability and flexibility so that long-term 
relationships can be built up with foreign retailers and suppliers to replace 
the unstable, short-term, price-dependent links that now dominate. 

The relative weight given to each will vary between countries and product 
segments. Ultimately, however, both elements must converge - demonstrable 
productive efficiency and flexibility are necessary for unknown manufacturers 
to break into new mar~ets and consolidate their position in established 
markets while improved design content and greater market responsiveness are 
necessary to allow expansion once the foothold ls secured. Points of policy 
relevance following form each of these elements are explored below. 

Second, as should be obvious, the policy making process cannot be carried 
out in isolation either from the reality of ~nternatlonal trends or from the 
reality of domestic constraints operating on local industry and on the 
government's ability to deliver the policy measures called for. One dimension 
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of this awareness is the need to recognize that the days of pervasive 
govern111ent involvement in all aspects of industrial development seem to be 
coaing to an end. This is as true in clothing as is in any other sector. 

Bence the success of any strategy for strengthening the clothing industry 
is going to de9end partly on the govermnent•s ability to bring sector specific 
expertise to bear on the problem, as well as on the willingness of the 
producers themselves to support the policy proposals put forward by the 
state. The best way to achieve the latter aim is to ensure that the industry 
is fully involved in all policy stages - initial data collection and analysis, 
strategy formulation and, if possible, implementation as well. 

This is likely to be quite a new departure for most governments, and one 
difficult to manage since it implies a diminuation of control and 
responsibility for middle-level policy makers. However, a way forward must be 
found through the protective bureauctratic malaise characteristic of many 
government departments (in developed as well as developing countries). The 
experience of other countries suggests that a good mechanism for enhancing the 
effectiveness of the type of sector-specific government/ind~stry initiatives 
called for by the nev conditions is to channel these through some form of 
institutional framework for the provision of collective services. This is the 
next area of policy concern to be discussed. 

3. Collective provision of services 

As indicated above, one element of industry strategy must be to upgrade 
the design intensity and demand responsiveness of the product mix and 
marketing effort of export-oriented producers. To do this, detailed 
information is needed on current and prospective fas~fon trends, design 
forecasts and good research on the characteristics of d'fferent m~rk~ls. 
Generating this information is an expensive and time consuming prop~siti~~ far 
beyond the capacities of the many small firms making up the clothing industry 
in developing countries. Yet to actually acquire and interpret this knowledge 
requires sector specific expertise generally not available within govern'l'e., .. s. 

This sort of problem illustrates why the fragmented nature of the 
cl~thing industry in most developing countries, and the small average size of 
firms is typically seen as an obstacle to progress. Yet one of the features 
of the new competitive conditions is the fact that a fragmented industry 
composed of small firms now appears to possess competitive advantage because 
of its inherently greater flexibility and responsiveness. This is a key 
characteristic of the highly successful Italian and Japanese clothing 
industries. 

However, small firms do need organizational and teclmical s1:pport. 
Institutions to provide both of these have been fostered by the national and 
local government in Italy and Japan and this pattern of joint public-private 
co-operation suggests an innovative way forward for government policy in the 
clothing sector in developing countries. 

In Italy, regional co-operatives composed of, some large but mainly, 
smail firms (less than 50 employees) provide their members with a 
comprehensive range of professional services. These co-operatives were 
started up with regional and local government support but are now almost 
entirely self-financing on the basis of a small annual subscription fee ($600 
average) paid for by each member. 
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The services provided by these co-operatives (with a staff size of 6-8 
people) ranee from information services in the areas of design intelligence, 
market research 2nd fabric sourcing to technical assistance in the area of 
(new and old) technology choice and adaptation as well as management 
training. They also act as a focum for organizing joint production and order 
distribution initiatives. In one instance, a regional co-operative was 
instrumental in setting up a computer network that was used to divide up 
incoming orders among the members whir~ otherwise would have had to be turned 
down.~/ 

Almost precisely the same form of industry/state supported co-operatives 
funcioning primarily to advance the fort1Dles of small firms exist in Japan and 
as yet on a much smaller scale in the US and UJC.21/ Another aspect is that, 
again, in both Italy and Japan, large manufacturers (such as Benetton and 
Asahi Toray) perform very similar f1Dlctions for their network of 
subcontractors. 

There would appear to be considerable opport1Dlities for governments to 
take the initiative in setting up similar clothing industry co-operatives in 
developing countries. Seed money for the start up could come from government 
and/or international agencies. But the service agencies would operate on a 
permanent basis only if the industry was prepared to provide both financial 
support and to be deeply involved in their actual day-to-day management and 
functioning. 

The scope of tasks undertaken by these co-operatives could be quite wide 
ranging from provision of the knowledge-intensive, market-oriented services 
described above to a variety of other specialist activities derived from the 
specific need of developing country firms to respond to the new competitive 
conditions now facing them. Some of these activities could include: 

- the carrying out of joint expert marketing for local firms; 

- the operation of a CAD bureau to service local firms and provide 
training on, and exposure to, this critical technology; 

- the compilation of a register of local and international designers 
willing to work with dome$tic firms and/or to act as the focal point 
and conduit for the development of local design capabilities; 

- the provision of advice and info?"llation on technology availability, 
costs and benefits and support fo= its introduction; 

- the enforcement of agreed industry standards on quality, reliability 
and delivery; 

- the focus for other industry initiatives in areas such as raw material 
acquisition and fabric finishing or the setting up of just-in-time 
supply relations between buyers and supplier~; 

- the provision of centralized and/or in-house training facilities for 
management, technicians, supervisors and production workers; 

- the provision of consultancy services for factory layout, design of 
incentive systems, organization of the delivery network, reoganization 
of the workforce into groups, etc. 
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Under each of these headings, specific policy initiatives would be called 
for some of which might be quite different frm the conventional approach 
because the thrust would be on providing services ~uitable for the new 
competitive conditions. An example might be the training offered. At one 
level, more training of all skill categories will certainly be necessary since 
the clothing industry is notoriously poor at providing sufficient training. 
However, it is the substance as well as the quantity of training that needs to 
be different. Managers have to be introduced to the new practices and 
operatives need to be equipped with broader skills. 

Specifying the nature of the different policy initiatives and programmes 
called for would require care but would not be a difficult task. If 
necessary, a competent specialist advisor, knowledgeable in current 
internatonal trends, working with a national expert familiar with local 
conditions and equipped with a data base on the domestic industry organized 
along the lines described above could carry out the task of policy design 
according to the new parameters defining firm and industry strategies. 

The problems, however, lie less with policy design than with effective 
implementation. Responsibility for different segments of industrial policy is 
usually shared among different government departments each with multi-sector 
and multi-task responsibility such as vocational training, export promotion 
and the provision of technical advice. Typically, none of these departments 
really have the resources or expertise to cope adequately, effectively and 
efficiently with specific industry needs - a particularly costly constraint at 
a time when firms need to respond to rapid and fundamental change. 

The logic underlying collective service provision is that industry as 
well as government is centrally involved on a co-operative basis in the 
funding, design and operation of the proposed collective service institution 
thereby substantially increasing both the resources and the expertise that can 
be made available well beyond w;:at is usually offered. 

Indeed, it is possible also tc envisage an industry-wide association that 
in fact takes on the responsibility for administering other government 
policies in the clothing sector including the design of an overall strategy, 
administering quotas, modernization of grants and tax-related incentive 
schemes, assessing new investment plans and generally presenting the ind~stry 
case within government. While this may seem an ambitious objective, the 
Republic of Korea has established just such an institution to oversee the 
modernization of its textile industries.Zl/ 

s~ch an integrative insitution could eliminate the costly and frequently 
counterproductive duplication of responsibilities for clothini industry 
development referred to above. The economies of specialization inherent in 
collective service provision means that a much larger number of firms would 
have access to services designed t~ improve their competitiveness than with 
conventional initiatives. Member firms would thrrefore be direct 
beneficiaries of (and have an explicit interest in) its efficient and 
effective operation rather than being suspicious of a wholly-government 
financed agency staffed by non-experts. By bringing industry into the 
process, a much more coherent industrial structure can be created - one that 
is responsive to market conditions rather than dependent upon government fiat. 
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4. ~uing new routes to productivity improvement and greater 
competitiveness 

It was emphasized above that developing country clothing firms have to 
find a way of consistently improving their levels of efficiency if they wish 
to win and retain long-term relations with Rorthern retailers and 
manufactures. There is nothing new about such a recoamendation. Indeed, it 
is virtually axiomatic that reports like this one place the need to improve 
fira level efficiency at or near the top of their policy recoamendations. 
This emphasis on the paramount importance of improving productivity is 
entirely justified in relation to the clothing sector (as in many other 
industries) since there is often a gap of anywhere from 25-50% between 
productivity levels in the Borth and those in the South, even when the 
technology levels are roughly equivalent. 

Typically, the measures called for relate both to the need to inrease the 
quantity and quality of training made available for managers, technicians and 
direct production workers; and the need to eLsure that firms are managed 
according to best practice standards in the industry. Identifying what 
training measures are requir~d and specifying ways to improve firm management 
is straightforward enough under normal conditions. 

However, the discussi~n in Chapter IV has argued that in fact a new 
best-practice approach to production organization and the training of workers 
is beginning to surface in the clothing industry in the OECD some time after 
it started to sweep through other industrial sectors. Production lines are 
being reorganized along flow rather than batch principles; inventories and 
lot sizes are being reduced while varieties are increased; workers require 
new and broader skills to respond to the new demands of varied output and more 
flexible work organization; and incentive systems are having to be recast to 
take account of their higher skill levels and greater responsibility. 

It has been shown that firm-level gains arising from the adoption of 
these new approaches are substantial and indeed their i~troduction is viewed 
as increasingly critical to the competitive success of Northern firms since 
they eliminate many of the advantages currently enjoyed by low-wage 
countries. This is true not only in clothing but in many sectors. 

If management and production organization practices based on mass 
production methods are being abandoned by firms in the industrialized 
countries, what are the implications of this for industrial policy in the 
Third World - again, not just in clothing ~ut across sectors? Can developing 
ccuntries respond to these developments? Or are they trapped in the same sort 
of capital, scale and capability constraint that severly limits their 
pros~ects for effectively absorbing a•Jtomation technology? l'hese are among 
somr of the most critical industrial ~olicy questions that developing 
countries have had to face in the last decade - yet they rev·:>lve around issues 
and concepts whi~h are still unfamiliar to most policy maken and 
industrialists in the Third World. 

Can the new organizational practices be transferred to developing 
countries? There are many reasons to argue that it will be extremely 
difficult to introduce the new practices in developing countries. Clearly 
there will b~ major obstacles. All of the financial, econom:lc and 
market-related problems that currently constrain efforts to :raise productivity 
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and improve quality in the Third World will work against the introduction of 
new practices. 

The most critical of these are likely to be skill constraints. The new 
practices are particularly demanding of managerial and engineering skills of 
which there are severe shortages in developing countries. Another is the 
distorting effect of poorly forthcoming and highly protected markets on 
incentives for firms to undertake any innovative efforts at all. This problem 
will be particularly pronounced where there is Excessive state intervention in 
production. Many other constraints on adoption could be listed. 

However, at the same time, the available evidence on the diffusion and 
impact of these practices suggests, a priori that the preconditions for their 
introduction might be much more favourable to developing countries than it 
might appear at first glance. There are a number of reasons for taking this 
position. First, there is no doubt that the techniques, concepts and 
principles of the new practices are transferable across countries. They have 
diffused from Japan to the very different production environments in the US 
and Europe suggesting that most of the new approaches are not 
culturally-specific to Japan as was feared initially. 

Second ar.d much more important: the wide sectoral range of successful 
adopters in the North indicate strongly that many of the new practices are 
neither scale nor sector nor product specific. The specific management and 
organizational techniques developed to facilitate quick change over, broader 
worker training, lot and inventory reduction, production line reorganization, 
etc., can be introduced into any type of firm regardless of its product or 
output level. 

And, while it is true that the new practices have been developed under 
conditions of assembly complexity and large volume (as in the auto industry), 
it is widely acknowledged that many of the approaches are in fact much better 
suited to light assembly and smaller volumes of output - precisely the sort of 
conditions that exist in much of Third World industry. 

Third, the knowledge required to understand what the techniques are and 
how thP.y operate in practice is neither patented, restricted nor highly 
priced. This knowledge in fact is "codifiable" and highly accessible at low 
cost since by now many of the leading practitioners have written practical, 
"how-to-do-it" books that are intelligible to anyone with experience-based 
kn~wledge of industrial practice. 

Fourth, the techniques do not require new investment in embodied 
technology (i.e. new plant and equipment) and in fact are best introduced in 
the ~ontext of standard small volume machinery typically found on the factory 
floor of most Third World firms. In fact, as mentioned in Chapter IV, it 
could be argued that unless some of these practices are introduced firms will 
not be able to reap the full benefits of new technology. Thus organizational 
change can be seen as a key precondition to successful technological change. 

Fifth, and related, the costs of introducing the pra~tices are likely to 
be very low since no new capital investment is called for and the techniques 
themselves can be introduced on a modular basis. Indeed, there is evidence to 
suggest the new techniques are capital saving since existing machinery is 
typically used far more efficiently and over a longer period than 
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conventionally. This greatly reduces the overall risk element associated vith 
their introduction - vhereas the risks and costs of investing in nev 
technology are likely to be relatively high. 

Finally, we are not totally in the realm of speculation when arguing the 
ne~ practices can be introduced into developing countries. There is in fact a 
limited amount of, as yet anecdotal, evidence that suggests these practices 
are already being successfully introduced in some developing countries. 
According to (un~ublished) information, the furthest advanced appear to be NIC 
subsidiaries of Japanese firms operating in the electronics sector, followed 
by the Mexican and Brazilian subsidiaries of TNC automobile and component 
firms based in the US and Europe. 

Most surprisingly, some of the best examples of successful introduction 
in developing countries are to be found in the textile-clothing sector. One 
case involves a large (20,000 employees/20 factories) clothing producer in 
Brazil. Senior management in this firm, drawing on its knowledge of Japanese 
management techniques and group technology ideas has reorganized production in 
each of its plants precisely along the lines suggested by the new practices. 

After the new system was introduced, work-in-progress inventory was 
eliminated completely after having previously accounted for 30-40% of product 
co~ts; the cycle time was reduced from weeks to hours; and productivity was 
increased by between 200-400% for different tasks. 

In another case involving a textile firm in Venezuela, previously 
notorious for its low productivity and apalling labour relations, the firm 
introduced group technology practices and management adopted a more 
co-operative approach towards its workers offering higher pay ior those 
willing to learn more skills. Productivity increased by 300% and the f~rm is 
now hailed as a model of mangement-worker co-operation. 

Taken together, these points appear to constitute a powerful a priori 
argument that the new practices could be successfully introduced in developing 
countries not only in the clothing industry but across sectors. Indeed, it 
can even be argued that they could be introduced across a far wider range of 
countries and sectors than is the case for the new computer-based technologies 
which are suitable only for the most advanced developing countries. The new 
practices could well be applicable even in the poorer, smaller economies who 
are rendering ineffective most lines of conventional policy advice regarding 
the regene,ation of industry. 
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